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Prologue
I received another email from Dr. Bill. He wrote that yet another archeologist, at another dig somewhere in Greece, has sent him photos of some newly
discovered Linear E tablets, along with their translation.
This archeologist and his team are excavating an unplundered tholos
tomb. They discovered the cache of baked clay tablets inside the tomb,
and once again, the translation of the tablets was found nearby, typewritten
in Modern Greek on 3 x 5 cards. This time the cards were found inside a
Ball R Mason jar.1
The lead archeologist is treating the jar with the 3 x 5 cards as a practical
joke by his graduate students. He has formally documented the finding of
the Linear E tablets, and intends to publish the discovery in the near future.
That being the case, he told Dr. Bill to go ahead and release the Modern
Greek translation of the tablets. And so, here is my translation, from Modern
Greek, of the writing found on those 3 x 5 cards.
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Religious scholars have noted the similarity of this find to that of The Honest Book of
Truth, as described by Episkopos Lord Omar Khayyam Ravenhurst, KSC, in the book by
Malaclypse the Younger, H.C., Principia Discordia, Combined 4th & 5th RAW Edition,
00041.
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The Myth of Pangaea
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Jethros
In the long ago time before mortal men and their numbering of years, Mother
Gaea was undivided. The Primordial Goddess dwelt serenely within the surrounding waters of briny Pontus, while bright Aether and heavenly Ouranos
floated high above, and Hemera and Nyx greeted each other on their journeys
in and out of deep Tartarus.
”Bored!” howled Immortal Goddess Eris, creator of clamor. ”Bored!
Bored! Bored!”
The Primordial Deities turned their gaze to Our Lady of Discord, and
wide-bosomed Gaea spake, ”What’s your problem, Sister Eris, stroker of
strife? Is not our universe a blissful place?”
”Bored! Bored! Bored! Bored! Bored!” cried Divine Eris, distributor of
dissention. ”There’s no action around here! This place sucks!”
”Calm yourself, elder daughter of dark Nyx. Join with us and partake of
our goodly ambrosia and nectar,” spake wide-pathed Gaea.
”By Holy Chaos, the Great Mother of Erebus, Eros, Nyx, and Tartarus,
how can you all just sit there eating and drinking?!” Blessed Goddess Eris,
arouser of argument, spake. ”Is this all there is?! Out of all of the infinite
possibilities of our vast universe, is this the best any of you can do?!”
”Well, I was thinking about putting in a water slide,” spake deep Pontus.
”And, I’m going put up some twinkly stars,” spake starry Ouranous.
”Seriously?!” spake Adored Eris, anointer of antagonism. ”You have got
to be kidding me!”
”Now, now, Half-sister Eris, fabricator of friction, I think . . . ” Holy Gaea
spake, as her great body suddenly heaved and convulsed. ”What is happening
to me?!”
And, as the rest of the Primordial Pantheon looked on, one by one, the
ten great Ourea3 were born of Vast Gaea.
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Scholars of Ancient Greece were surprised to find this myth existed millions of years
after the breakup of the supercontinent of Pangaea, and millennia before any scientific
evidence was discovered to warrant the formulation of the modern theory of continental
drift.
3
Mountains.
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”Oh yeah! Look at those gorgeous curves!” spake Great Ouranous. ”Daddy
like!”
But, before Lusty Ouranous could move, his brother, deep Pontus, was
already rockin’ an’ rollin’ with Mother Gaea. And, Bright Goddess Eurybia
was born of their union.
Not to be outdone in matters of procreation, dark Nyx begat the Oneiri,
Morus, black Ker, Thanatos, Hypnos, Momus, Oizys, the Hesperides, the
flock of Keres, the Moirai, Nemesis, Apate, Philotes, Geras, and Aneris.
”Let’s see someone top that!” spake black Nyx, as she proudly displayed
her formidable spawn.
”Well, what are you waiting for, Aroused Ouranous?” spake Suggestive
Eros.
His ichor boiling, Lusty Ouranous spake, ”Don’t wait up for me!” as he
flew down to couple with Mother Gaea.
After the fervent embrace of Powerful Ouranous, wide-hipped Gaea shuddered and spake, ”I . . . I was going to say that I thought someone around
here needed to get laid! But, I didn’t have myself in mind!”
And as the great Ourea continued to writhe, salty Pontus rose up high
and crashed down, and Boundless Gaea was rent into three parts, as the
first generation of Titans were born. And that is how the three continents,
Europa, Asia, and Aethiopia came to be.4, 5
”Well, Half-sister Eris, propagator pandemonium, are you happy now?!”
spake Great Gaea.
And Holy Eris, urger of unrest, spake, ”Oh yeah, that’s what I’m talkin’
about! Now it’s a party!”
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Scholars of Ancient Greece were surprised to find this myth existed millions of years
after the breakup of the supercontinent of Pangaea, and millennia before any scientific
evidence was discovered to warrant the formulation of the modern theory of continental
drift.
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Unknown to the Ancient Greeks, North and South America were also formed, making
a total of five continents, in keeping with The Law of Fives, as described by Malaclypse
the Younger, H.C., Principia Discordia, combined 4th & 5th RAW Edition, 00016. But,
of course, ”. . . the Greeks did not know of the Law of Fives.” as stated by Mal-2 on page
00018. (Some continue to argue that Australia and Antarctica are also continents, when,
in fact, they are merely islands. They are, admittedly, big islands, but they’re still only
islands.)
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Epilogue
I sent Dr. Bill a copy of this translation, and he shared it with his colleagues.
Once again, he told me they’ve all been hearing rumors of other writings
attributed to Jethros. Dr. Bill said he would pass more of them on to me, if
he can get his hands on them, and obtain permission from the finders.
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